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Robert, 25+
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Synopsis:
Robert, an art thief, is on the run from the police when he
discovers his new girlfriend is more supportive than expected.
PERMISSION FOR USE
Educational Use: YOU HAVE PERMISSION to use this script for acting
classes & workshops, general auditions, audition workshops, school
entry auditions, school scholarship auditions, personal practice,
and school related competitions where no monetary awards or prizes
are given.
Film or Video Productions: YOU HAVE PERMISSION to film or
videotape a performance of this script for the purpose of
demonstration (demo reel or show reel) as long as the writer's
names appear in the film/video credits in the finished production.
Expansion/Development/Film Festivals: YOU MUST OBTAIN expressed
written permission from the MockSides administrators (writers
David Dalton & Chad Schnackel) to expand or develop this script
into a short film, feature, or any sort of episodic series for
commercial use or for entries into film festivals and competitions
where a monetary award or prize is offered, in which case,
monetary compensation may be required by the writers.
NOTE: Most film festival organizations and their sponsors may not
even allow a produced video/film of this script to be entered,
since there may already be produced versions of this script by
others, making it an "unoriginal film". We recommend you
commission the writers of this script to create original content
for your use only.
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INT. LORI’S HOUSE - DAY
Lori sits quietly in the living room. She hears a noise from
the back room and it scares her. She stands to investigate.
Suddenly Robert appears from the bedroom hallway, startling
Lori.
LORI
Oh my God! Where the hell did you
come from?
ROBERT
I climbed through the kitchen
window.
What?

LORI

Robert looks through the window and closes the blinds.
ROBERT
Did you pack a bag for me?
LORI
Yes, it’s in the bedroom.
(pause)
Are you going to tell me what’s
going on?
ROBERT
I promise to tell you everything
later.
LORI
No. You’re not going anywhere until
you tell me.
Alright.

ROBERT

He pulls her close to him and looks into her eyes.
ROBERT
First, let me tell you, I’ve never
lied to you about ...how I feel
about you ...but I haven’t been
completely honest about what I do.
I know.
You know?

LORI
ROBERT
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LORI
I’m not an idiot, Robert. I can
tell when someone is lying to me.
ROBERT
I’m sorry, Lori.
LORI
So, let’s have it. What’s going on?
ROBERT
I work in ...exports ...imports.
Mostly art.
Robert.

LORI

ROBERT
I’m an art collector.
Stop it!

LORI

ROBERT
I’m a thief.
A thief?

LORI

ROBERT
Yes. I steal art, antiques, highvalued items...
LORI
Is this what this is all about? You
stole something?
ROBERT
Yeah.
(beat)
But, this time I screwed up. I’m
sure the police are their way here.
LORI
To my house? Why would they come to
my house?
ROBERT
I used your security pass.
LORI
You stole something from the
gallery? The gallery I work at?
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ROBERT
Yes. It was supposed to be easy. No
one was supposed to even notice it
was gone. The cops are going to
come here and ask you a lot of
questions.
LORI
What did you steal?
ROBERT
Does that really matter, right now?
LORI
Yes. It matters a lot.
ROBERT
I stole the Benelli Statue.
LORI
The Benelli statue? Oh my God.
That’s worth over 10 million
dollars.
She begins to pace back and forth.
ROBERT
Look, let me just grab my stuff and
I’ll go. Please don’t tell them I
was here. Just tell them...
LORI
I’m going with you.
What?

ROBERT

LORI
That was my boss’s favorite item. I
can’t think of a better way to say
“screw you” to that bastard.
(beat)
Just let me get some things
together.
She runs to the bedroom, then peers around the corner...
LORI
This is going to be fun!
CUT TO:
END
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